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It's a crazy compendium of puzzles! Hands-on games and teasers keep readers busy while Waldo

and friends hunt for their own missing things.Spot-the-difference challenges, mazes, memory

games, word games, doodles, tangled line teasers, and much more â€” find them all inside

Waldoâ€™s wonderful new book chock-full of fun things to do. As Waldo and his buddies look for

everything from a lost key to a lost camera, his fans are invited to pick up a pencil and work their

way through a treasure trove of brain-twisting activities. In true Waldo style, readers are challenged

to go back and search for hard-to-find stuff when they finish each chapter, then sent through the

whole book again on a final search before theyâ€™re done.
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If you haven't met Waldo before, he's a funny-looking cartoon fellow who appears amid busy

scenes filled with other characters and objects. Although he's always out in the open and quite

distinctive, finding him takes some careful looking.The new edition of Where's Waldo Now? has a

great feature. Waldo has been moved in each illustration from the first edition of this book! So if you

loved these illustrations before, here's your chance to enjoy them all over again.The scenes start

with cave man days, and move on to ancient Egypt, ancient Rome, Viking voyages, the Crusades,



the Middle Ages in Europe, Aztecs, 1600 in Japan, 1750 as a pirate, 1900 at a Paris ball, the Gold

Rush, and also a future look at a space colony.Although finding Waldo is challenging enough, this

fascinating volume is filled with dozens of other people and objects to seek. There are 25 Waldo

watchers, each one of whom is unique to an illustration. You also get Wenda, the Wizard

Whitebeard, and Odlaw in each illustration. In addition, there's a mystery character in each

illustration whom you need to find on your own. (There's a clue at the end of the book if you can't

figure it out.) Woof the dog appears just as a tail in each illustration. You also have Woof's bone,

Wenda's camera, Wizard Whitebeard's scroll, and Odlaw's binoculars in each illustration. At the end

of the book are lists of a dozen or so characters and objects to find in each specific illustration.If you

haven't seen this book before, the illustrations are done across a two-page spread filled from the

edges of both pages in both directions. The characters and objects are very small. You can

profitably use a magnifying glass if you have trouble seeing small things. Bright light is a must!
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